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*******************************
Release Notes
iTach 710-XXXX-10 Release
*******************************
***Intro***
***Changes from the iTach Flex 710-XXXX-09 Release***

*Fixed an issue where a Flex will not reconnect after loss of power to the router.

*Fixed IR learning issue where extremely long commands were not learned properly due to
their length.

*Added support for the upgraded Flex Link Serial Cable with baud rates up to 57600 and
115200.

***Changes from the iTach Flex 710-XXXX-07 Release***

*Fixed a WiFi drop off issue where units would not reassociate with certain routers or
access points after a period of time.

*Fixed a DHCP interaction problem where units would not obtain an address and then not
issue a repeated request.

*Fixed a bug in WEP encryption that prevented connection with some routers.

*Implemented 8 concurrent TCP connections for the serial TCP port (4999).

*Implemented IR over HTTP.

*Implemented RS232 output over HTTP.

*Implemented IR learning over HTTP.

*******************************
Release Notes
iTach 710-XXXX-07 Release
*******************************
***Intro***
***Changes from the iTach Flex 710-XXXX-04 Release***

*Fixed rare issue with Flex Link Serial Cable where transmissions would not send properly
or would send extraneous null characters

*Fixed bug where an added Line Feed after the Carriage Return terminator caused
subsequent commands to throw errors

*Fixed bug where repeated commands would not stop, causing repeated transfer which
affected commands such as volume and channel controls

*Fixed bug which caused a file system corruption, preventing users from using the Flex
web interface

*Implemented compressed IR

*******************************
Release Notes
iTach 710-XXXX-04 Release
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*******************************
***Intro***
This update provides fixes for some minor bugs as well as the implementation of new 
capabilies as shown below.

***Changes from the iTach Flex 710-XXXX-03 Release***

*iTach Flex units now support the Flex Link Serial Cable, with the web configuration
pages now containing all available serial settings.

*Fixed bug related to IR learning as implemented in partner software.

*Implemented Smooth Continuous IR.

*Implemented the Flex Link Blaster for both the individual Flex Link Port as well as the
Flex Link Tri-port.

*Implemented iHelp automated update of iTach Flex firmware and web pages.

**************************************
***Global Caché Contact Information***
Support: support@globalcache.com
Website: http://www.globalcache.com
Support Portal: http://globalcache.zendesk.com
Phone: 541-899-4800
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